Having fun while they learn !

Visit our website:

www.gpmac.com

Specially Designed Program
Exercise and training done to music.
While playing games, students learn
coordination, balance, teamwork, and
become self confident. Students are
assigned small “homework tasks” that
help involve parents in their child’s
success.

YOUNG
DRAGONS
PROGRAM
Ages 5 to 7 years old

Learning to Focus
Students learn more than
Kung FU
♦ Self discipline.
♦ Team playing.
♦ Importance of school and goal setting

Golden Pyramid’s
House of the Dragon

♦ Coordination.
♦ Respect for themselves and others !
♦ Protecting themselves from strangers
♦
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Some Chinese is taught to introduce
students to a foreign language.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CALL
216-475-1880
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We build the future through the young people of the world.
PROMOTIONS

Young Dragons
Ages 5 to 7 years old
The goal of the Golden Pyramid is to offer
superior training in a small class environment.
Many of our techniques use modern training methods to achieve maximum flexibility, speed, and agility. Our instructors teach the individual not the
group. In our youth and little tigers program the
foundation for The Pyramid begins; this continues
to the very top with our adult programs. Our
students are taught to respect themselves and to rely
on their abilities. Role playing is done with the
younger students to teach values. Short term and
long term goals are set to focus on results. Positive
reinforcement replaces barking of commands and
orders. The “I can’t” attitude is replaced with the “I
can”.

RANKING SYSTEM
Our program has a complete ranking
system to encourage our students to
practice harder. We set both short and long
term goals for the students to
achieve.
Students can earn academic achievement
patches for improvements on their report cards.
Our goal is to motivate your child in a positive
direction.
.

The instructor of the Golden Pyramid’s Young
Dragons Program is Sibak Hudy.
Sibak Hudy has studied various martial arts, and
has a black belt in Kajukenbo and a black sash in
the Golden Pyramid’s Chinese Martial Arts.
In 2009 she was inducted into the Eastern U.S.A.
Martial Arts Hall of Fame as “The Outstanding
Female Competitor of the Year”. She is currentlycontinuing her training in Ju Jitsu and Wu Tai Chi.

Help give your child the tools to
excel.

(216) 475-1880
Golden Pyramid Martial Arts Center
5080 Northfield Road
Maple Hts., OH 44137

Fun while you learn

